Trends in Higher Education: How Will
They Impact Academic Libraries?
Maggie Farrell

As academic librarians, we are all too aware of constant changes impacting library operations and patron
expectations that drive our services. However, we
need to occasionally step back from our libraries to
consider the broader picture of what is occurring in
higher education and predictions of what colleges
and universities will resemble in the future.1 How will
demographics, funding, faculty, and students change
academic libraries? What expectations will patrons
bring? What revenue expectations are reasonable for
academic libraries? The future may not be surprising
but let’s consider how these changes may alter some
of our library services.

will begin to dip following 2010 but then will steadily
increase starting in 2016. If we take a closer look at high
school enrollments, we will see diﬀerences within the
national trend. While the overall graduation rates for
the nation will increase and decrease during diﬀerent
time periods, these trends vary widely by region. Some
regions will experience dramatic increases in school
enrollments while other regions will decrease or only
slightly increase. Not surprisingly, the west and south
will see signiﬁcant increases of 10 percent or more;
particularly in New Mexico, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, and California. Beginning in 2017, the northeast
and Midwest will have slight increases in the high
school enrollments.3 Colleges and universities will
struggle with either overwhelming enrollments, such
as Arizona and Nevada, or with recruitment since some
high schools will be feeding fewer students into state
systems. There will not be uniform enrollment trends
within higher education requiring universities to tailor
their enrollment management strategies for their particular demographics.

Demographics

To understand future enrollment in higher education,
high school graduation projections are good predictors of
college enrollment trends. High school graduation rates
are expected to peak in 2008 and 2009 (Figure 1).
This is a reﬂection of the “boomlet” or the children
of the baby boomers. High school graduation numbers
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year age group. For academic libraries, we should
consider Spanish language services, collections,
and recruitment of Hispanic librarians. We
need to examine our library hours with special
consideration for weekend and evening hours
in addition to our remote services to meet the
needs of older minority students.
Another consideration in enrollment trends
is gender. The largest enrollment increase in
higher education is women and they are expected to continue to be the majority in higher
education student population. (Appendix, Chart
2) Female enrollment in higher education now
exceeds males including graduate school. “Since
the mid-1980s, more women than men have
earned associate, bachelor’s, and master’s degrees…at
a faster rate than for men.”5
Today’s college students no longer reﬂect our traditional images. The average age of students has been
increasing as well as part-time students versus full-time
students. “Approximately one-third of undergraduates
are older students who are combining school and work:
43 percent of 1999–2000 undergraduates were age 24
and above, and, of those students, 82 percent worked
while enrolled.”6 Older students focus primarily on
their job and view education as an activity to enhance
existing skills, increase their marketability, and for job
advancement. Older students tend to view themselves
as workers who go to school as opposed to younger
students who view themselves as students who work.
This subtle shift in thinking inﬂuences behavior of
students who need a variety of services and assistance
to be successful in their academic endeavors. Older

Figure 1. Projected High School Graduates, 1987-20182

Characteristics

While overall statistics are interesting, there is more to
the story once we look at the characteristics of the high
school graduation population. Examining race and
ethnicity, Hispanics will comprise a greater proportion
of high school graduates increasing to 19 percent and
white, non-Hispanic will reduce to 58 percent. Black,
non-Hispanic will slightly increase to 13 percent. (Appendix, Chart 1) The Hispanic population has varied
opinions regarding post-secondary education and it is
diﬃcult to predict their higher education enrollment
patterns. Since Hispanics are composed of native born
as well as immigrants, the value of higher education
is not uniformly held. Another factor for Hispanic
enrollments is the age of the student. “The enrollment
rate of Blacks and Hispanics in their 30s is more than
half again as high as the rate among Whites when
compared to the enrollment rate of each group in their
20s.”4 It is diﬃcult to predict future
enrollment trends for Hispanics in
Figure 2. Percentage of undergraduates with non-traditional characanalyzing immigration and native
teristics, 1992-93 and 1999-20007
born attitudes and opportunities.
But we can confidently predict
that Hispanics will comprise a
greater proportion of our population and they will be seeking career
advancement through colleges and
universities. Higher education will
need to examine their recruitment
practices to target the Hispanic
community more aggressively. Colleges will also need to oﬀer classes
and services that support the 30
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accommodate services beyond our
buildings to meet those needs?
Within libraries, we can meet
the needs of working students such
as break rooms that permit food so
an individual is able to relax between work and classes or to study
during their meal time. For parents,
some group study rooms could be
converted to family rooms that
allow parents to study and watch
their children without comprising
the study nature of the library. Academic libraries can also provide a collection of children’s
books, toys, and other materials for parents to occupy
their children while they study. Are childcare services
available on campus? Libraries can provide a listing of
nearby childcare facilities for parents. How child safe
are our buildings? Academic libraries do not need to
convert into children’s libraries but there are some measures that will assist parents in their academic pursuits
that will enhance library services and facilities.

Figure 3. Percentage of undergraduates working while enrolled but
considering themselves primarily student who reported various eﬀects
of working, by student status: 1999-20008

students also have a tendency to stop and start school
as they are able to attend and/or aﬀord higher education.
There are also other factors impacting college
students. Increasingly, students have dependents and
are single parents (Figure 2).
The demands of work, family, and education are
considerations for college students and not only is this
impacting their schedules, but other services as well.
Figure 3 demonstrates that students who consider
themselves non-traditional have limited choices and
Remedial Services
access to services. The more non-traditional a student,
How well prepared are students when they arrive on
the more diﬃcult it is to attend college.
campus? While there are clear diﬀerences between
These characteristics cause signiﬁcant challenges
private and public colleges, approximately 28 percent
of college students need some remedial education
for college admissions as students are more likely to
drop semesters or transfer between institutions. Class
(Figure 4).
scheduling must also recognize the needs of older
Unfortunately, there is not much information
students since availability determines a student’s opon traditional versus non-traditional students’ use of
portunity to participate in higher education
and graduate.
Figure 4. Participation in Remedial Education:
Within our libraries, the challenges are
Percentage of entering freshmen at degree-granting institujust as daunting as evidenced by Figure 3.
tions who enrolled in remedial courses, by type of institution
Non-traditional students perceive a lack
and subject area, Fall 2000 9
of accessibility to library resources. Hopefully, this ﬁgure has declined since 2000 as
libraries increase their electronic resources,
electronic course reserves, and other services
extending libraries beyond the bounds of
the building. A current survey is required
to determine our success. Nonetheless, it is
critical for librarians to examine how they
are meeting the needs of non-traditional
students who have a variety of schedules.
Are the hours appropriate for students who
work 8–5? In addition to hours, how can we
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Table 1. Undergraduates in Higher Education Taking
Distance Education Courses10
Total Undergrad- Percentage taking
Total
uates 1999-2000
distance courses
16,539,000
8.4%
All Ages
AGE
1,567,000
4.3%
18 and younger
19-23
7,895,000
6.9%
24-29
2,806,000
10.1%
30-39
2,300,000
12.5%
40+
1,971,000
10.2%
remedial services; however both types of college students require additional tutoring and assistance with
some subjects. Universities provide a wide array of
academic support services and considering the cost of
recruitment, it becomes a ﬁnancial imperative to retain
existing students. Typically, various centers provide
remedial and assistive services such as writing, math,
communication, and reading centers or labs. Another
trend is centers for academic success and learning.
This is an opportunity for librarians to partner with
faculty in the provision of remedial services. Academic
librarians have a solid foundation for such endeavors
through their work with information literacy. Reference librarians are a terriﬁc resource to not only assist
students but also to identify where students are struggling. Librarians are positioned well on campuses to

work with faculty and staﬀ in the identiﬁcation
and provision of remedial services. The library
facility may also be an excellent location for such
centers or labs as they are usually positioned in
the center of campus and should be centers for
learning in addition to discovery. As an extension
of information literacy, academic librarians could
be involved in other student success measures.

Distance Education

Nearly every public university and over 50 percent
of private institutions oﬀer some form of distance
education. The popularity of online and distance
courses is evident and this trend is anticipated to
increase. In 2000, nearly 9 percent of students were
taking distance courses and although recent data is
unavailable, one can assume the percentage has increased. The interesting aspect of distance courses is
the age breakdown of students (Table 1).
One would expect a greater percentage of younger
students enrolled in online courses since they tend to be
inclined toward technology. It is likely the 12.5 percent
enrollment of 30–39 year old students is a reﬂection of
their non-traditional status and juggling school with
work and/or family needs.
Academic libraries have been on the forefront of
distance education often demonstrating remote services
such as interlibrary loan, electronic reserves, toll free
phone numbers, proxy authentication, and tools to
quickly direct students to online resources. Are these

Figure 5. Faculty in Higher Education, 1970-200111
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Table 2. Consumer Price Index Comparison with College Tuition Index (1982-84=100)
1980
1990
1995
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
82.4 130.7 152.4 160.5 163.0 166.6 172.2 177.1 179.9
CPI All
58.6% 16.6%
5.3%
1.6%
2.2%
3.4%
2.8%
1.6%
% change
70.8 175.0 264.8 294.1 306.5 318.7 331.9 348.8 372.6
College Tuition
147%
51%
11%
4.2%
3.9%
4.1%
5.1%
6.8%
% change

2003
184.0
2.3%
403.9
8.4%

services enough? The growth of electronic full text
such as journals and e-books are wonderful services for
distance students beneﬁting local students as well. The
challenge for librarians is how do we connect with and
serve students that we may never see physically? How
can we teach students virtually through our websites?
These challenges require librarians to work closely with
faculty who teach online courses. Electronic courseware
such as EClassroom and Blackboard should integrate
library resources into the syllabus. Electronic reserve
capabilities can be integrated with these programs as
well providing students with a single gateway to library
resources. Librarians may be adjunct professors of distance courses working directly with a class in coordination with the primary instructor, participating in online
discussions, or teaching portions of the class. Library
assignments may be required as well as online tutorials
teaching information skills. As distance courses become
routine for higher education, it behooves librarians to
be active in the development and delivery of online
courses and to tailor services that expressly meet the
needs of distance students.

information objectives within a department only to
renew those eﬀorts with new faculty. Demands upon
the teaching faculty may limit their involvement in
library responsibilities such as collection development
and service tasks. Vacant faculty positions may require
librarians to ﬁll vacant teaching positions as administrators struggle to maintain their course oﬀerings.
Depending upon the local institution, librarians should
develop orientation programs, new resource instruction/assistance, and partnerships with departments
that integrate library services with courses. This may be
frustrating as librarians constantly deal with turnover
and part-time faculty but the same scenario is occurring
within libraries. We depend upon student employees,
staﬀ, and part-time librarians for library services and
some traditional librarian tasks have been shifted away
from librarians to staﬀ and student employees. This
includes reference, cataloging, and management. The
reality is faculty and librarian ratios are changing within
universities requiring us to change our communication
patterns to work eﬀectively with our colleagues.

Faculty

During the last three decades, higher education costs
have been signiﬁcantly rising in comparison with inﬂation rates. From 1980 to 1997, college costs increased
228 percent (68% after adjusting for inﬂation). All
costs across university operations increased with library
acquisitions accounting for the most signiﬁcant cost
increases. (Appendix, Chart 3) Comparing higher
education costs with the consumer price index tells a
chilling tale of the compounding costs that drive tuition
and other revenue resources (Table 2).
Current economic trends, especially for state governments, are expected to continue making it unlikely
this trend will change. As a result, tuition has risen
proportionally while expenditures per student at public
colleges have only risen 28 percent between 1990 and
2000.13 This does not account for grant aid that oﬀsets

Changes within faculty composition have also occurred
in the past twenty years. It is not surprising that the
number of faculty have increased with student population, however, the type of faculty is shifting. There are
more part-time and adjunct or temporary faculty in
higher education (Figure 5).
Part-time faculty comprise 45 percent of teaching
faculty in 2000 up from 22 percent in 1970. How does
this shifting demographic of faculty aﬀect libraries?
Temporary faculty and new faculty need to be oriented
to library services and information resources. Temporary or part-time faculty may not have time to work
closely with librarians on information literacy requirements as they may have other jobs or responsibilities.
Librarians may feel they make progress in advancing
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actual student payments. In examining revenue details
for higher education, the percentage of tuition revenues
has risen from 13 percent in 1980 to 18 percent in
2000. State governmental support has declined from
46 percent in 1980 to 36 percent in 2000.14 In addition
to tuition increases, how are colleges and universities
making up the diﬀerences in revenue? Fund-raising
and grants. Private donations, endowments, and grants
have more than doubled in the last ten years. Donations
to universities have risen from nearly $10 million in
1990 to over $24,000 million in 2003.15 This trend is
reﬂected among all public, private, 4-year, and 2-year
institutions. This is the reality of higher education—extramural funding is essential to the operations of a
university. Research grants are just as critical as they
not only support faculty work but also many general
operations of the university.
Given the revenue challenges of higher education
and rising costs of libraries, this has serious implications
for library collections, services, and personnel. Librarians
will increasingly look for operational savings including personnel reduction, shifting responsibilities, and
curtailing services. This is diﬃcult in light of increasing
expectations of faculty and students. It requires librarians
to analyze operations and prioritize services. Funding
challenges also force librarians to more aggressively pursue extramural funding as well. Grants and fund-raising
are essential for a library budget and no longer can this
reside with one individual but the entire library must be
supportive of fund-raising initiatives. Public relations
and educating our constituents are relatively new tasks
for librarians but libraries will not be able to successfully
exist solely on university funding. Academic libraries
will increasingly become dependent upon extramural
funding to provide services for the campus.

Millennials

The shifting demographics and funding issues only
provide a one dimension of students—what are the
forthcoming students really going to be like in higher
education? The millennial generation has just arrived
in colleges and universities. The millennials are deﬁned
as students who were born in or after 1982.16 The millennials do not follow the behavior patterns of the
baby boomers nor Gen Xers. They bring a new set
of expectations and patterns to higher education
requiring diﬀerent teaching methods, interactions,
and services.
ACRL Twelfth National Conference
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Millennials are accustomed to technology and constant, instant communication. With technology, they
fuse work and leisure and expect to have information
literally at their ﬁngertips. Being very goal oriented,
higher education is viewed as a necessary requirement
to fulﬁll their future. Education is also about values.
”Parents want schooling to be something that shapes
kids, an intellectual and moral process that reaches
them deep within, much like a spiritual faith.”17 And
parents are deeply involved in their children’s education
including the selection of institutions and their studies.
“Colleges and universities should know that they are
not just getting a kid, but they are also getting a parent.
The college decision is a co-purchase decision more
than ever before.”18 Parents will be more engaged in
supporting their college students and active in campus
functions and aﬃliations. This also means parents will
be more intrusive regarding their children’s education which is in contrast to many privacy regulations
including library activity and ﬁnes. Higher education,
including libraries, will need to develop strategies that
encourage parental involvement yet account for the
individual student responsibility.
Librarians have seen a trend toward group study
and projects within academic libraries. Teamwork is
a hallmark for millennials and they thrive in a group
environment. “For Millennials, ‘collaborative learning’ has become as popular as independent study was
for Boomers or open classrooms for Gen Xers. Kids
do projects, and are often graded, in groups.”19 This
will require spaces within libraries that support group
interactions and technology. Librarians in addition to
“libraries as a virtual resource” must focus on the “library as a place.” The mix of remote and onsite services
will be a challenge as librarians have been focusing
on electronic access to collections. The library of the
future will likely be a social setting in which students
are connecting to information that may be duplicated
in print one ﬂoor above them.
Another interesting challenge is how millennials
use information and their sense of intellectual rights.
Since millennials work collaboratively and expect to
share information, the notion of paying for information
and entertainment is not as strong as with the boomers. Napster was a good indication of how students
approach access and ﬁle sharing. Millennials anticipate
easy access to information and will expertly seek what
they need when they need it. The notion of copyright
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and payment for information is vaguely understood.
How do you explain journal licensing to a student who
has used the Internet all of his life?
The technology expectations are already a challenge for librarians. Library technology systems must
keep pace with commercial websites in attracting and
directing students. Google searching styles should be
integrated with library resources. Online shopping
provides some models for librarians to examine in terms
of searching, ordering, and delivery of information.
Information literacy is essential as librarians instruct
students in the evaluation of websites and how to apply
information to scholarship.
The millennials bring a positive, energetic outlook
to campuses. It will be interesting to see how they
transform our education environment and data is just
being developed to measure their attitudes. It would
serve librarians well to learn more about millennials;
their expectations and needs in order to develop spaces
and services that support their success in higher education and ultimately, life.

Conclusion

Higher education has always been a reﬂection of society
and, as such, will change with the demographics, funding, and students’ expectations. Within universities,
libraries must also reﬂect those changes and ensure services are meeting the needs of the students, faculty, and
staﬀ of our organizations. We are constantly developing
for the forthcoming generations while perhaps serving
older generations in a more traditional manner. This is
evident as we observe students using libraries—many
younger patrons want group areas and treat libraries as
a social gathering place while some older patrons expect
libraries to be quiet places for study and reﬂection.
The diﬃculty in analyzing statistics and trends is
not only predicting the future but also avoiding stereotypes or classiﬁcation of patrons. In looking at demographics, it is easy to pigeonhole types of students but
the reality is we work closely with individuals who have
a variety of needs and expectations. In addition, colleges
and universities have their own unique characteristics
and solutions for one university do not always translate
to other institutions. Our facilities and services should
always keep this in mind and the challenge is to ﬁnd
solutions that work best for our unique institution.
Librarians need to be aware they operate within a
broader framework than librarianship. We should be
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attuned not only to our campus environment but also
the context of our university. The challenges of university administrators are our shared challenges. Nor can
librarians be isolated on campus—to reach students
and achieve our mission of educating students in the
discovery and application of information, it is imperative that we partner with faculty and staﬀ throughout
the university. More and more library tasks will occur
outside of the library building—with faculty on course
design and information literacy, with faculty and staﬀ
on remedial instruction, and wherever our students are
located to meet their information needs at the point
when they need information. We have a glimpse into
the expectations of future students, and the opportunity
is now to prepare for the forthcoming generation of
students and faculty in our libraries.
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Appendix
Chart 1. Projected High School Graduates by Race/Ethnicity, 1988-2018
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Chart 2. Projections and Characteristics of Higher Education Enrollment, 2001-2013

Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Total enrollment in all degree-granting institutions, by sex, attendance status,
and control of institution, with alternative projections: Fall 1988 to fall 2013
Total
Sex
Attendance status
Control
Men
Women
Full-time
Part-time
Public
Private
Middle alternative projections [In thousands]
15,484
6,801
8,684
9,146
6,338
11,895
3,589
16,102
7,008
9,095
9,590
6,512
12,354
3,749
16,361
7,098
9,263
9,774
6,587
12,546
3,814
16,468
7,144
9,324
9,860
6,608
12,627
3,841
16,679
7,208
9,471
10,008
6,671
12,786
3,893
16,887
7,281
9,606
10,160
6,727
12,942
3,945
17,020
7,342
9,679
10,272
6,749
13,042
3,978
17,168
7,413
9,755
10,400
6,767
13,153
4,015
17,374
7,498
9,876
10,560
6,815
13,308
4,066
17,541
7,561
9,980
10,681
6,860
13,431
4,110
17,724
7,621
10,103
10,795
6,929
13,566
4,158
17,927
7,679
10,248
10,909
7,018
13,716
4,211
18,151
7,734
10,416
11,029
7,122
13,883
4,268

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Projections of Education Statistics (Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Oﬃce, 2003), Table 10. <http://www.nces.ed.gov//programs/projections/tables/table_10.asp> ( January 7, 2005).
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Chart 3. Higher Education Price Indexes, 1970-2003
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